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At approximately 1600 hours on January 13,1998, a maintenance worker found watertight door
#59 between the East and West Engineered Safeguards Rooms closed but not latched. Without

i

being closed and latched. and with no personnel in the area to properly latch the door, the door
could not have performed as designed. The door is part of the wall separating the East and West i

Engineered Safeguards Rooms and is relied upon to prevent a flooding event from affecting both i

rooms. The door is also required to rnaintain the fire barrier between the rooms. Upon discovery,
the door was !atched closed. The door is manually operated and invastigators were unable to
determine a specific department or individual responsible for the leaving the door closed without
being latched. Subsequent investigation confirmed that door #59 remained in a closed but
unlatched condition for less than an eight (8) hour shift. Actions are being taken to prevent
recurrence of this event. 1'
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

At approximately 1600 hours on January 13,1998, watertight door #59 between the East and I

West Engineered Safeguards Rooms was found closed but not latched. Without being closed and,

'

latched, and with no personnel in the area to properly latch the door, the door could not have
; performed as designed. The door is part of the wall separating the East and West Engirnered
| Safeguards Rooms and is relied upon to prevent a flooding event from affecting both roons The

;
door is also required to maintain the fire barrier between the rooms. Upon discovery of this event, ~

the door was latched closed.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT

.The East and West EngineereJ Safeguards Rooms at the Palisades Plant each contain high
pressure safety injection, low pressure safety injection and containment spray pumps; with an
auxiliary feedwater pump also located in the West Engineered Safeguards Room. The rooms are
adjacent to one another and connected via watertight door #59. Normal access to the East
Engineered Safeguards Room is from the auxiliary building at elevation 590', through a watertight
door. Normal access to the West Engineered Safeguards Room is through the East Engineered
Safeguards Room and through watertight door #59 between the East and West Engineered
Safeguards Rcoms.

Watertight door #59 is secured by a number of metal rotating latches. For the door to be properly
c!oset the door must have all latches secured, or at least one latch secured and a person in the
room attending the door. The door was found in the closed position with no latches secured, and
no person present in either of tbs safeguards rooms.

Activi:les of various work groups were reviewed and the group or individual having eltered the
West Engineered Safeguards Room and not properly closing and latching the door could not be
identified. Those personnel identified as being in the room earlier in the day on January 13,1998,
were interviewed. All personnel identified and interviewed responded that they had properly
closed and latched door #59. All personnel interviewed demonstrated excellent knowledge of
door latching requirements and sensitivity to the need for proper door closure and latch. It was
established that the door had been properly closed and latched during the previous shift.

FailJre to maintain door #59 closed and latched resulted in failure to meet Administrative
Procedure 4.02 ano Fire Protection implementing Procedure 4 requirements for degraded fire

j door compensatory actin.s which require posting a fire watch for an inoperable door. |n addition,
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failure to maintain door #59 closed and latched failed to meet the design basis requirement for
! flooding as provided by FSAR 6.1.4.3.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

Door #59 is a watertight door that functions to prevent flooding of both East and West Engineered
Safeguards Rooms in the event of a flood. The equipment in the East and West Engineared
Safeguards Rooms was determined to be operable during the time the door was closed and not

, latched. A pipe break which might cause flooding is not required to be postulated simultaneously
with the Design Basis Event that would require the equipment in these rooms. In addition, the
piping systems within the East and West Engineered Safeguards Rooms were constructed with
significant design margins rendering piping failure extremely unlikely.

Watertight door #59 is also a safety-related fire door providing a required fire barrier for isolating
redundant safe shutdown circuits in adjacent fire areas. The probability of a fire in these areas,
however, is low as the fire loading in these rooms is minimal. Even with the door open, substantial
distance exists between redundant equipment. In addition, watertight door # 59 existed closed
and uniatched for a period of less than eight hours. A flooding event, which could be postulated to
open the door, is not considered by design bases to occur concurrent with a fire.

Within one hour of discovering door #59 closed but unlatched, compensatory measures per
procedure were met by securing all latches on door #59. This action restored the door to full
design basis compliance.

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

Although unable to determine the root cause, deficiencies were identified that contributed to the
event. As described further in the Corrective Actions section, certain actions have already been
taken and other actions will follow to correct these deficiencies and prevent recurrence of this
event. The deficiencies are:

1. The latches that secure the door closed are visible from the West Engineered Safeguards
Room. When the door is closed from the East Engineered Safeguards Room, the latches
are not visible and only the handles for the latches are seen and turned. Indication is
missing as to the position of the door #59 latches from the East Engineered Safeguards
Room which makes it difficult to assure that the latches are properly secured.
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2. There was a sign on door #59, providing door closure requirements, which was worn so
i that the requirements were not legible.

'

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

! Remedial Action Taken:

; 1. When discovered not properly latched, door #59 was verified closed and was properly
latched.3

i

j Action Taken To Prevent Recurrence:

1. The worn sign or door #59, providing door closure requirements, was replacad.

; 2. Watertight door #59 was labeled to assure the cloned position of the door closure latches is
readily apparent from side of the door not having the actual closure latch.

'

3. Operations, Maintenance, and Ch mistry & Radiological Services staff responsible for
watertight door closure requirements and status have been briefed on the lessons-learned
from this event.

,

| Additional Action To Be Taken:

[ 1. Maintenance Procedure MSM-M-16 " Annual Inspection of Watertight Barriers" will be
|' revised to require periodic inspection of the signs on watertight doors. (Action To Prevent

Recurrence)
L

2. Alarm Response Procedure (ARP) 8 will be revised to incorporate the requirement that the
i East and West Engineered Safeguards P Joms be inspected for flooding whenever the East
; or West Engineered Safeguards Room sump high level alarm actuates. (Action To Prevent
j; Recurrence)
5
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